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TECH FORUM
The Three Rs in the
Digital Age
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
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CHANGING SKILLS
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boarding. This changeover could prove to be significant.

We’re forced to read much more now than in the past be-

In an article in the December 16, 2014, issue of The

cause of e-mail, texting, social media, and just the general

Guardian, Anne Chemin commented on the increasing

preponderance of information immediately available to any-

number of people at work who are switching from hand-

one who has learned to ply a search engine online or follow

writing to typing. Chemin cites a British survey of 2,000

hyperlinks in the reading matter at hand.

people conducted by DocMail, a printing and mailing com-

And alarms have been raised about what and how we

pany. According to the survey, “One in three respondents

read. In 2004, the National Endowment for the Arts pub-

had not written anything by hand in the previous six

lished a study titled Reading at Risk: A Survey of Literary

months. On average they had not put pen to paper in the

Reading in America. The conclusion of 20 years of polling

previous 41 days. People undoubtedly write more than they

“an enormous sample size of more than 17,000 adults” pro-

suppose, but one thing is certain: with information technol-

duced the following conclusion: “For the first time in mod-

ogy we can write so fast that handwritten copy is fast disap-

ern history, less than half of the adult population now reads

pearing in the workplace.”

literature, and these trends reflect a larger decline in other
sorts of reading.”
While not pointing a finger directly at computing, the au-

Chemin then goes on to explain the cognitive difference
between writing and typing. She cites neuroscientists who
“think that giving up handwriting will affect how future

thors identified several culprits. “Reading at Risk merely doc-

generations learn to read.” According to Edouard Gentaz,

uments and quantifies a huge cultural transformation that

professor of developmental psychology at the University of

most Americans have already noted—our society’s massive

Geneva in Switzerland, “Drawing each letter by hand im-

shift toward electronic media for entertainment and infor-

proves subsequent recognition.”

mation.” By electronic media they mean television, record-

Chemin also discusses the results of a Princeton University

ings, and radio, which “make fewer demands on their audi-

study of 300 students who take notes on laptops and those

ences, and indeed often require no more than passive

who take handwritten notes. “[The study] suggested that stu-

participation. Even interactive electronic media, such as

dents who took longhand notes were better able to answer

video games and the Internet, foster shorter attention spans

questions on the lecture than those using a laptop. For the

and accelerated gratification.” This loss of active attention

scientists, the reason is clear: those working on paper

and engagement while reading “parallels a larger retreat from

rephrased information as they took notes, which required

participation in civic and cultural life. The long-term impli-

them to carry out a preliminary process of summarising and

cations of this study not only affect literature but all the

comprehension; in contrast, those working on a keyboard

arts—as well as social activities such as volunteerism, philan-

tended to take a lot of notes, sometimes even making a literal

thropy, and even political engagement.” The loss of focused

transcript, but avoided what is known as ‘desirable difficulty.’”

attention and contemplation will cause “our nation [to be-

But this trend away from handwriting might be tempo-

come] less informed, active, and independent-minded.”
Perhaps the essential problem is that we’re forced to read
much more at far less involved levels.

rary. Typing doesn’t engage the same neural networks as
those used when you’re pushing a pen or pencil. Gentaz
points out a movement in computing with tablets and
phones. “Touchscreens and styluses are taking us back to

WRITING

handwriting. Our love affair with keyboards may not last.”

There’s also something curious going on with the simple act
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of handwriting that deserves notice. The United States has

ARITHMETIC

now scheduled the complete loss of one-half of our hand-

And finally, there’s arithmetic. Davidson has a suggestion for

writing vocabulary by discontinuing the teaching of cursive

rounding out the last of the three Rs. She would like to add

writing in lower grades. Cursive is the curved handwriting

one item to the basic list of math skills already in the curricu-

style that connects letters to form words, lifting the pen only

lum. Since computers are machines that manage numbers

at the end of those words. It’s faster and less tiring than

arranged in lists of instructions, why not add one more “R” to

printing words one letter at a time, but, for whatever reason,

the list—Rithms, as in algorithms. Since computers are in our

in 2013, cursive writing was dropped from the Common

businesses everywhere, why not learn something about the

Core Curriculum Standards and was replaced with key-

way they work? SF
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